
Chapter 9{ine 

Developments in Tetrodes 

Screen Grid 

Following the triode in generic sequence, as in the case 
of batten' tube development, came the tetrode or screen-
grid tube. In June 19281 the C . E . M f g . Co. announced 
an AC-operated type having unspecified characteristics or 
type number. This tube was later identified as CeCo tvpe 
AC-22 and it was stated to have similar characteristics to 
the battery-operated UX-222. The heater rating was 2.5 
volts, 1.75 amps. 

A n announcement published in October 1928 by Arc-
turus claimed that their 15-volt SG tube, type A 2 2 , was 
'the first shiclded-grid tube on the market'. Though no 
date was mentioned this claim was obviously intended to 
apply onlv to A C tubes. Just which of the two companies 
was actually first in the field is open to question but their 
respective claims could probably be settled on the basis 
that CeCo marketed the first standard type having a 2.5-
volt heater while Arcturus produced the first (and only) 
15-volt type. 

In spite of this earlv start the A C screen-grid tube did 
not really get off the ground until R C A announced the 
type UY-224 in May 1929.2 This tube used the same 
heater-cathode structure and same 5-pin base as the exist
ing type 227 triode. Its external appearance was quite sim
ilar to the battery-type UX-222 as it used the same S-14 
bulb and top cap connector. As might be expected the 224 
offered a considerably better performance by comparison 
with its batten' counterpart. 

By the end of the vear all manufacturers of A C tubes 
had the tvpe 224 in production with Arcturus claiming 
their tvpe 124 to be the first quick-heating version. RCA' s 
type U Y - 2 2 4 A appeared some time later, the suffix A 1 in 
the tvpe number indicating a quick-heating version. Other 
manufacturers quickiv changed over to producing this type 
of tube and by 1931 the 24-A had completely superseded 
the earlier type. In 1932 the bulb shape was changed to 
the then new ST style. 

In Apr i l 1929 the firm of C . R . Leutz Inc. claimed to 
be the first manufacturer to produce a receiver using A C 
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screen-grid tubes; three Sonatron tvpe AC222 were used 
in that company's 'Seven Seas' model. It was only bv a 
slim margin that this claim could stand for by July of that 
year several of the largest receiver manufacturers such as 
Atwatcr Kent, Crosley, and Stewart Warner were market
ing screen-grid models. 

Within a remarkably short space of time the A C screen-
grid tube rendered the triode obsolete as an R F amplifier 
and even as a detector, but in spite of its suitability for the 
purpose was never employed as a resistance-coupled volt
age amplifier in A F circuits in commercially built receiv
ers. The reason for this was probably because of the trans-
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Another 

Amplifier Tube 
added to the 
advance line of 

A C Heater Type 
Screen Grid Amplifier 

C-324 
2.5 Volt, 

1.75 Ampere 
This tube combines 
the unusual perform
ance obtainable from 
a screen grid radio 
frequency amplifier 
with AC heater type 
alternating current 
operation. It is rec
ommended for use as 
a radio frequency 
amplifier and as a 
detector. 
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Early production model UY-224. Note fork-shaped screen 
assembly. 

former coupled fixation on the part of engineers on both 
sides of the Atlantic at the time. 

A solitary exception may be found in the case of a power 
amplifier marketed in 1930 in which a type 24 tetrode was 
used in the first stage and 'direct-coupled' to the output 
triode. Such amplifiers were sold under the name 'Loftin-
White' bv the Electrad Co. of New York. It was the only 
known commercial application of a screen-grid tube as an 
A F voltage amplifier. It must be emphasised here that 
although several small radio manufacturers incorporated 
the Loftin-White direct-coupled circuit in their receivers 
during 1930 the 24 tube was used as a biassed detector, 
not as an audio amplifier. Extravagant claims, based largely 
on the omission of the coupling condenser, were made for 
the performance of the Loftin-White circuit but history 
relates that it did not stand the test of time and after a 
little more than twelve months had passed quietly into 
oblivion. 

Another application for the 24A was as a 'dynatron1 

oscillator. In this case the negative-resistance characteristic 
exhibited bv the tube under certain operating conditions 
allows it to function as a specialised type of oscillator 
when the plate voltage is held lower than the screen volt
age. Used in this mode the 24A found little practical ap
plication though a solitary manufacturer (Crosley) did 
incorporate a dynatron oscillator in certain early super
heterodyne receivers made during 1931-32. 

It is a matter of record, however, that as things turned 
out this particular application was largely unsuccessful 
though not because of the dynatron oscillator as such. It 
was found that later 24A tubes when used as replacements 
for earlier types would function erratically or not at all. 
This was because the dynatron principle depended for its 
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operation on the existence of secondary emission from the 
plate of the tube. Later versions of the 24A had plates that 
were carbonised or otherwise treated to reduce the nor
mally unwanted secondary emission thus rendering them 
useless as dynatron oscillators! 

The final development of the screen-grid tube was con
cerned with the production of a specialised type which 
became known as the Variable-mil' or 'remote cut-off type. 
This tube was invented to fill a specific need caused by 
reception conditions which had arisen in certain parts of 
the U.S . from the end of 1929 onwards. The rapid growth 
of broadcasting often resulted in numerous high-powered 
stations being concentrated in metropolitan areas which 
led to a peculiar difficulty in receivers using screen-grid 
tubes. In many cases it was found impossible to separate 
two stations operating on closely adjacent frequencies even 
though highly selective tuned circuits were used. Subse
quent investigation of the problem revealed it to be caused 
by a phenomenon known as 'cross-modulation' which was 
brought about by non-linearity in the grid circuit of the 
first tube. 

A solution to this difficulty was achieved by the devel
opment of a modified tvpe of screen-grid tube which had 
a specially constructed grid. In practice this was achieved 
by winding the turns of the grid spiral with a non-uniform 
pitch; that is to say the turns were spaced further apart in 
the central section than they were at either end. This type 
of grid imparted a special characteristic to any tubes so 
constructed enabling them to handle large signal inputs 
without cross-modulation occurring. Furthermore, it also 
enabled the gain of a receiver to be controlled either man
ually or automatically by applying a variable control volt
age to the grids of any such tubes. So it was that the in
vention of the vari-mu tube killed two birds with one stone 
as it greatly facilitated the development of the so-called 
automatic volume control ( A V C ) circuits which would 
otherwise have been severely limited in scope. 

In May 1931 initial production of the new tubes, des
ignated type 551, was commenced by Arcturus, Majestic, 
and Raytheon under license to the Bontoon Research 
Corp., the holders o f the patent.3 A t the same time as this 
was going on R C A brought out their version which was 
known as type 235 4 and the remaining tube makers soon 
had one or the other of these two types on the market. 
Due to their similarity it was soon considered redundant 
to continue producing both types for replacement pur
poses and by 1935 the type 551 was discontinued. For 
a short time some manufacturers issued tubes under the 
combined marking 35/51. 

As in the case of indirectly-heated triodes 6.3-volt ver
sions of screen-grid tubes were not long in making their 
appearance. In July 1931 a sharp cut-off type, the 236, 
was announced; it had been in commercial use as early 
as Apr i l of that year.6 A somewhat similar tube. National 
Union's tvpe N Y 6 4 (incidentally claimed to be the first 
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C-335 
Super-Control 

Screen Grid 
R*F* Amplifier 

Operating Voltages 
Ef — 23 Volts a C / D C 
Eb — 250 Volts 
Ec — -3 Volts minimum 
Ed — 90 Volts maximum 

C-335 is a very effective tube for reducing cross-
modulation and modulation-distortion over the 
normal range of received signals. Its design permits 
easy control of a large range of signal voltages with
out the use of local-distance switches or antenna 
potentiometers. 
The mutual conductance of this tube is 1050 when 
operated with a grid bias of —3 volts and 15 with a 
—40 volt grid bias at the above plate and screen 
voltages. This large range of mutual conductance 
makes it possible to give, with several control stages, 
satisfactory volume control operation under normal 
signal conditions. 
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